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Open science (what we have learnt)



Why scientific publishing?

The aim of the new publication was to 

create a public record of original 

contributions to knowledge



Today a scientific publication 

has become a line in a cv 

Scientific publications

represent the possibility for 

career advancement, funding 

ecc.





Divergent interests

Researchers

want to publish

as much as

possible and 

want to be read

and commented. 

They need 

aknowledgement

Publishers want 

to maximize their 

revenue streams



The publication process

Source image: Tennant, J.P.; Crane, H.; Crick, T.; Davila, J.; Enkhbayar, A.; Havemann, J.; Kramer, B.; Martin, R.; Masuzzo, P.; Nobes, A.; Rice, C.; Rivera-

López, B.; Ross-Hellauer, T.; Sattler, S.; Thacker, P.D.; Vanholsbeeck, M. Ten Hot Topics around Scholarly Publishing. Publications 2019, 7, 34.



After paying researchers, reviewers, and editors through their salaries, public funding also 
pays for the results of their work.



Publication in a preprint repository is NOT in contrast to publication in a peer reviewed journal. The article begins to circulate 

and collect comments (positive and negative) before publication while still assuring the author priority over the discovery. It 

facilitates public discussion

.



It includes full Introduction, Methods, Results, 
and Discussion sections.

Article

Brief reports of data from original research that 
editors believe will be interesting to many 

researchers, and that will likely stimulate further 
research in the field

Letter

A comprehensive summary of research on a 
certain topic, and a perspective on the state of 

the field and where it is heading.

Review

In-depth and extended example that is use to 
illustrate a particular argument.

Case 

study

Types of journal articles



• Context

• Hypotheses

• Experimental plan

Introduction

• Description of materials and protocols used in the 
study

• Referencing products

Material and Methods

• Description of scientific results

• « formal » deductions

Results

• Data recontextualization in the litterature

• Re-assesment of hypotheses

• New hypotheses

• Perspectives

Discussion

● Research article

● Proceedings paper

● Short article / Letters

● Theoretical papers

● Opinions

● Review

● Data paper

● Etc.

Research article

Structure of an academic

paper in the STM



• Topic

• Reserach questions

• Objectives

Introduction

State of the Art / Review of 
the literature

• Who, Where, What, How

• Materials and procedures

• Data analysis

Empirical study

Discussion and Conclusion

● Research article

● Proceedings paper

● Short article / Letters

● Theoretical papers

● Opinions

● Review

● Data paper

● Etc.

Research article

Structure of an academic

paper in the HSS



Authors guidelines? 
Each journal has its rules

Common ground = 
requirement of the scientific
community
 Conventions and languages

 Ethical and legal statements

 Images and data processing
(transparancy and 
accessibility)

 References
Editor’s requirements

 Must fit into pre-made 

categories

 Must follow particular formats



Stakeholders of academic publishing

Scientists and

the scientific

community

Objectives:

Production and diffusion of 

knowledge and accrediation

Requirements:

Scientific rigour

Accessibility

Authorship of ideas

Publishers

Objectives:

Commercial

Diffusion

Requirements:

Licencing (rights transfer)

Access only for subscriber

Standardisation of formats

Scientific 

editors

Objectives:

Reviewing and diffusion of 

knowledge and quality

assurance

Requirements :

Editorial policy

Originality

Scientific rigour



Governments and 

institutions

Objectives:

Diffusion and valorization of 

knowledge, researchers

assessment

Requirements:

Ethical regulations

Open archives

Open Access publications

Rights retention

Stakeholders of academic publishing
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(except AAAS and 

Nature 

Group:professionals from

the editing fields

Sometimes prestigious

scientists invited

Your article here

is called a 

Preprint version
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Work 60 

hours a 

week for 

3 years

Carefully

craft a 

brilliant, yet

comprehensible

manuscript

Paper gets

rejected

before

review

Paper gets

rejected

before

review



Editorial decision

Most articles submitted are rejected, many so before review.

8%
200 papers / 

week

Many submissions are declined without sent for review

https://www.nature.com/nature/for-authors/editorial-criteria-and-processes
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What are the 

consequences ?



Reproducibility
crisis

Baker, M. 1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility. Nature 533, 452–454 (2016).

http://theconversation.com/novelty-in-science-

real-necessity-or-distracting-obsession-84032

http://theconversation.com/novelty-in-science-real-necessity-or-distracting-obsession-84032


Data

production/analysis

Writing

Submission

Editorial process

 Novelty

 Editorial policy

 Scientific content

R
e
s
e
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Peer

reviewing

Researchers

appointed by editors

(unpaid for that

specifically)
/ Revision

DECISION

RejectionAcceptation

E
d

it
o

rs
 /
 

P
u

b
lis

h
e
rs

Acceptation

Your article 

here is called

a Post-Print
version or 

Author

Accepted

Manuscript



Double 
blind

Single 
blind

Open

Double 
blind

Single 
blind

Open





Transparent Credit

Inclusive Educational tool

Open peer 
review



Predatory publishers (the dark side of open access?)

authors pay a fee to be published 

in a journal that does not make a 

selection and does not apply any 

peer review.



Predatory publishers (the dark side of quantitative evaluation 

systems)

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-03035-y

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-03035-y


How can you avoid publishing with a predatory publisher?



How can you avoid publishing with a predatory publisher?

A white list of 

Open Access 

journals and 

their policies





Assignment of copyright:

I hereby assign to the Copyright Owner the copyright in the manuscript identified above 

[…] and any tables, illustrations or other material submitted for publication as part of the 

manuscript (the “Article”). This assignment of rights means that I have granted to the 

Copyright Owner the exclusive right to publish and reproduce the Article, or any part of the 

Article, in print, electronic and all other media […] in any form, in all languages, 

throughout the world, for the full term of copyright, and the right to license others to do the 

same, effective when the Article is accepted for publication. 

This includes the right to enforce the rights granted here under against third parties

Consent, Author agreement, 

Copyright agreements…

https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/copyright

The exclusive

right to publish

and reproduce

https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/copyright


Author’s rights (or Copyright)

Difference between EU country but some common features

Original works in the 

literary, scientific or 

artistic field

 Scientific Publication

Exclusive rights

the rights to reproduction (i.e. to copy), to 

dissemination/distribution and to 

communication to the public/making 

available

Morals rights

the right to be named as an 

author (paternity right), and the 

right to integrity of the work.



Creative commons Licences

To know more, a short video.

Click here 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/?lang=fr-FR
https://creativecommons.org/about/videos/creative-commons-kiwi/


C PD

CC

All rights reserved

Some rights reserved

No rights reserved

A CC license is used when 

an author wants to give other 

people the right to share, 

use, and build upon a work 

that the author has created
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Open
Repository

Institutionnal

Repository

Self deposit by 

researchers

Free access

Managed by states 

and institutions

Green Open Access
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Gold Open 
Access 
Publication

Managed entirely by 

the publisher

APC (Article 

Processing Charges) 

~1500€ / article

Gold Open Access



Journal choice

Who’s your audience?

What’s your message?

What’s the best format for 

your message and target

audience?

• Thorough article

• Rapid communication

• Literature review

• Methodology paper

• Etc.

What’s your community do?

?

Do your funders, institution or 

state require you to publish in 

open access?



Register for our upcoming events: https://4euplus.eu/4EU-273.html

Next sessions:

• “What are my funders requirements on Open Science? A focus on Plan S” | 29 November 2021, 14:00 -

15:30

• “Strategies for publishing in Open Access journals” | 13 December 2021, 11:00 - 12:30

• 10 further session in 2022

https://4euplus.eu/4EU-273.html


Thank you

Paola Galimberti, University of Milan

Violaine Jacq, Sorbonne University Library

Cycle of scientific publication : an overview


